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Within the last year, your child participated in one of our research studies. We are writing, first of all, to
THANK YOU for your participation. We couldn’t do our research without your help and we really
appreciate your interest! We also wanted to let you know what we, as researchers, learned from the
studies we conducted. In this newsletter, you will read about the results of different studies that we have
completed in our lab over the past year.
If you have any questions about these studies or the lab in general, please feel free to call us at
(973)-655-4045 or email us at LakustaLab@gmail.com. We also have a webpage for the lab where
you can find out more about our studies:
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/~lakustal/Lakusta_Lab_Website/Welcome.html
Like us on Facebook! https://www.facebook.com/InfantandChildResearchLab
Also, if you found this experience to be positive and would like to recommend our studies to other
parents with young children, we would be grateful! We are always looking for new participants!
We hope to have you come visit for more studies soon! Thank You!

INFANT STUDIES: STARTING POINTS VS. END POINTS
In this study, our broad research question is whether infant thought reflects the language of older
children and adults. We are interested in understanding how infants think about motion events, such as
an agent moving towards and ending at an object (e.g., the duck walked to the bowl) as well as the
agent moving away from an object (e.g., the duck walked away from the box). There are at least three
things for the infant to focus on in these events: where the duck/monkey is starting from (the box),
where it’s ending (the bowl), and how it gets from the starting point to the end point.
Infants tend to look longer at something they find new and/or interesting. Past research in our lab has
demonstrated that infants prefer to look at where people or animals are going (end point) when
compared to where they are coming from (starting point) (Lakusta et al., 2007; Lakusta & Carey,
2015). Further, children and adults also show this end point preference when talking about events in
the world (Lakusta & Landau, 2005). We focus on this end point preference in the much of the
research we have conducted recently, exploring why and under what conditions infants show an end
point bias.
In a recent study, we wanted to see what variables we could manipulate to draw the infant’s attention
away from the end point, and instead, maybe even towards the starting point. We have made the
starting point objects more physically salient, by adding patterns and colors, as well as made them
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causal, by adding a spring, which propels the agent’s (duck/plane) movement out of or off of the
starting object. The pictures below depict the movies that were shown to infant participants.

The duck walked out of the ordinary box.

The duck walked out of the
Large, colorful salient box.

The duck was propelled out of the box.

The duck walked into the ordinary box.

The duck walked into the ordinary box.

The duck walked into the ordinary box.
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The leaf flew out of the box.

The leaf flew into the box.

The results show that infants prefer to look longer at the event with an end point over the event with a
starting point for all events except the events that depict an inanimate object moving (e.g., leaf blew
into a box vs. out of a box). These results have recently been accepted for publication in the journal
Infancy (Lakusta & DiFabrizio, in press). Further, another study has shown that children and adults
also continue to show an end point preference when talking about the causal starting points, reflecting
the infant looking pattern. These findings have recently been published in the journal Cognitive
Science (Lakusta et al., 2016).
COMPREHENSION OF SPATIAL PREPOSITIONS
Inspired by the results of past research, including some of our own, we began to explore whether a bias
for end points would also characterize the language acquisition of 10-18 month old infants. More
specifically, we are testing whether infants comprehend prepositions marking endpoints (“to”, “into”,
“on”) prior to prepositions marking starting points (“from”, “out of”, “off”). To explore early language
acquisition, we ask the guardians of each infant participant to complete a survey, the MacArthur Bates
Communicative Development Inventory, where they report their infant’s comprehension and
production of various English terms such as, “in”, “on”, “out of”, and “off”. We have found that 10-,
14-, 16-, and 18-month old infants comprehend more goal prepositions (“to”, “on”, “in”) than source
prepositions (“from”, “off”, “out of”). We also explored whether infants comprehend the prepositions
“in” and “on” as static locations or path of motions (ex: the cat in the hat vs. the cat going in the hat).
We have found that infants are more likely to comprehend “in” and “on” when referred to as static
locations vs. directed path of motions. This research is contributing to our understanding of what
children understand before they speak fluently.
In order to directly measure infants' language comprehension of spatial prepositions, we developed a
study that uses a method called the 'intermodal preferential looking paradigm' (IPLP). In this method,
infants are shown a split screen where two movies play simultaneously and are accompanied by audio
that corresponds to only one of the movies. For example, infants hear ‘find the duck walking into the
box,’ while viewing two movies: a duck walking into the box and a duck walking away from the box
(see picture on the next page). If infants understand the spatial term being spoken, we expect infants to
look longer at the screen matching the audio (the duck walking into the box, in the example picture
below). Data collection is still underway! In addition, the data collected from this measure will be
compared to the parent reports we receive from the MacArthur Bates Communicative Development
Inventory. We ask, how do parents’ report of their children’s comprehension compare to our direct
measures of comprehension? We will keep you updated!
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CATEGORIZATION OF GOAL MOTION EVENTS
Based on past findings, infants can tell the difference between goal (endpoint; e.g., duck walking to
tree) and source events (starting point e.g., duck walking away from tree), and they prefer to look at
goal over source events. However, the question of how infants think about the goals (endpoints) and
sources (starting points) in the events is yet to be explored. We wanted to know, do infants think about
endpoints in varying events as belonging to one unitary concept of 'goal'? That is, do they consider two
different events to be similar just because they both have an endpoint (duck walking to a tree or a duck
going onto a block)?
Using a modified version of the preferential looking paradigm (described above), 10- 14.5- and 18month infants were presented with two different simultaneous side-by-side displays, one showing a
goal path (e.g., a duck going into a box) and one a source path (e.g., a duck going out of a box). We
recorded how long infants looked at these displays. Infants were then familiarized with videos that
depicted the goal paths “onto” and “next to” (see ‘familiarization trials’ depicted below), and then they
were presented with the same two simultaneous videos that they were shown before the familiarization
events (one goal path event paired with one source path event – see ‘test trials’ below). If infants
categorize goal path events during familiarization (that is, if they think about them as similar), then
they may attend more (and thus look longer) at the source path events after familiarization.	
  
We recently concluded this study and found that infants do form a goal category! This suggests that
they think about different events involving endpoints as similar; this may in turn help them when they
learn language. This research has been recently presented at an International Infancy Conference in
New Orleans and is currently being written up as a journal article that will be submitted for
publication.
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CHILDREN’S UNDERSTANDING OF
STARTING POINTS (source) IN MOTION EVENTS
We studied how 2 ½ to 4 ½ -year-old children categorize starting points in motion events (The toy
truck rolled off of the grass). We asked: when given a motion event that highlights the starting point
(location) of an action (The boat sailed from the island) vs. an endpoint of an action (The boat sailed to
the island), would children have an easier time understanding a passive phrase - one that also
highlights the starting point of the action (The girl was tickled by Elmo)? Past studies have shown that
when adults were familiarized with sentences highlighting the starting location of an event, they were
more likely to respond with a passive phrase.
In our attempt to find these same patterns in children, we have asked them to repeat sentences
highlighting the starting point (location) of the action in order to familiarize them with the concept of
‘starting point.’ While they were repeating the sentences, they were also given a picture representation
of the event. For example, “the boat sailed from the island”.

After familiarization, we presented them with two drawings depicting opposite actions where one is an
active phrase (The boy was chasing the duck) and the other is a passive phrase (The boy was chased by
the duck). We then asked them to “point to the picture where the boy was chased by the duck”
(example pictured below).

Our results indicate that children have an easier time understanding a passive phrase (The boy was
chased by the duck) when familiarized with sentences that highlight the starting point of an action vs.
sentences that highlight the endpoint of the action. The findings will be presented at this upcoming
Boston University Language Development Conference in November!
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THE LANGUAGE OF SUPPORT IN YOUNG CHILDREN’S SPONTANEOUS SPEECH
We studied the way that children talk about support relationships, such as a duck is on top of a box.
Children use the word “on” very early in development. The traditional definition of support is a figure
object being supported by a solid ground object, such as a rubber duck on top of a box (pictured
below).

But, children also use the word “on” to describe other support relationships, as illustrated in the
pictures below. For example, they describe adhesion using this preposition: “The sticker is on the
paper.” They also use “on” to describe embedded support, suspension, and more.

Our research question asks, is on primarily used to describe ‘support from below’ configurations in
children’s earliest productions of spatial language? Or, is on used to describe a variety of support
configurations? To test this, we used a database of children’s utterances to find sentences in which they
used the word “on.” In each case, we determined whether the preposition “on” was used to describe
support from below, embedded/adhesion, suspension, etc.
So far, our results show that about half of the utterances fall under the category of support from below.
Interestingly, toddlers also use on to encode a variety of support configurations in their language, not
solely support from below!
We are currently working on a new study that focuses on infants’ non-linguistic representation of
support, using the preposition “on.” To do so, we use the preferential looking paradigm. Two distinct
support events are displayed side-by-side and an infant’s looking time for each event is recorded. We
aim to observe what support relationships infants are generally interested in: support from below
(cylinder on top of a box) or adhesive support (cylinder on the side of a box). The amount of time an
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infant spends looking at either event helps us understand how they represent support prior to the
development of language.
FUNDING AND PUBLICATIONS
Much of the research reported in this newsletter was funded by the National Science Foundation, grant
#	
  1145762. We have presented our research at several professional conferences and published our
results in peer-reviewed journals. These presentations would not be possible without your
participation! Thank you!!!!
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To view these and other posters presented at various conferences,
please refer to our webpage at:
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/~lakustal/Lakusta_Lab_Website/Welcome.html
Thanks again for your participation!
We hope to see you and your little one again in the future!

